1/2 TON Capacity

GET ON TRAC
Durable, Affordable, and Assembly is a Snap!
Now, anyone can afford the power of a SnapTrac for their shop, barn, or even garage. Whether you’re building a HOT ROD, lifting equipment, fixing a mower, or running full production - SnapTrac has the payload to pull it off!

**PUT SOME MUSCLE IN YOUR SHOP**

- **1/2 TON** Capacity
- **Free-Standing** Posts with no cross brace
- Ceiling and column hangers available
- Kits are P.E. Certified
- Clean, low maintenance enclosed trac
- Designed for easy installation and re-location
- Short trolleys for maximum coverage area
- Complete lift kits to meet your needs

---

**Summit Marine**

...smooth operation, it’s the easiest we’ve found. ...and would not hesitate recommending it to anyone looking for a quality, well priced, smooth operating lift kit.

Thank you

**Powder Paint, Inc.**

...the best thing about the SnapTrac may not only be the ease that it goes together but, how effortlessly it works. We are very pleased.

Thanks for your help

---

**Home Owner**

Interior & Exterior

---

**CTM Integration Inc.**

---
the future of lifting is here...

COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGY
Hydro-formed rails provide a smooth, consistent rolling trac

TRAC HANGING POINTS
Trac can be Ceiling or Post Hung. Adjusting eye bolts level the trac.

PANEL LOCKING DESIGN
The patented spacer assembly clamps the rails securely, requiring no holes

POWER-UP
SnapTrac trolleys are engineered for a lifetime of use. Custom injection molded wheels with steel shielded bearings that will keep you moving. Power-Up with SnapTrac’s internal conductor bar system that powers your lift, cord free.

End caps feature high impact solid rubber stops. Extend your trac with bolt-on joint plates to reach 24’-36’-48’ and more of continuous trac.

Modular End

Kit Sizes:
12’ Monorail w/Suspension Plates
12’ X 12’ System w/Suspension Plates

Posts, Column Hangers, & Electrical Components sold separately
Directions included – some assembly required

Manufactured by Kundel
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